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Topic of the presentation
• Buses remain the backbone of most public transport systems
• Improving the attractiveness and experience of bus travel pivotal
for the modal shift away from private car

• Battery electric buses being introduced in many cities
• Ubiquous digital services present also in bus travel
• This study: mobility practices of bus users during a transition
from diesel buses to electric ones in Helsinki, Finland
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Bus travel in literature
• The basis of good travel experience is well-functioning core
service, e.g. vehicle maintenance (Carreira et al. 2014, Clayton et al. 2017)
• The actions of the driver may improve or deteriorate the
experience, information needed but it may also irritate (Lubitow et al.
2017, Carreira et al. 2014)

• Innovative solutions and models may improve the image of
bus travel, combining physical and virtual mobility easy in
public transport (Klein 2017, Taipale 2014)
• Working in buses not as common as in trains, the
relationship between on-board activities and travel
experience not straightforward (Clayton et al. 2017)
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Bus as a social space
• Mobility practices not only about function, rich liveliness
possible (te Brömmelstroet et al. 2017, Jensen 2016)
• Mobile situations staged not only from above and through
material settings, but also from below through interaction and
embodied performance (Jensen 2016)
• Public transport has potential to social interaction, but
preferences vary considerably, indirect interaction preferred (te
Brömmelstroet et al. 2017, Stradling et al. 2007)

• Relaxation, individual space and me-time highly valued (Stradling et
al. 2007, Carreira et al. 2014, Clayton et al. 2017)

• Preferences relate to social background, social diversity is
present in the bus environment and timetables and fleet may
reinforce inequality (Stradling et al. 2007, Koefoed et al. 2017, Lubitow et al. 2017)
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Living Lab Bus project
• Project with the main aim at developing, testing and
demonstrating services and technologies using electric
buses as platforms in real use
• Several universities & companies (incl. bus manufacturer
Linkker), transport authorities of Helsinki and Tampere,
Finland
• Project lasting until 7/2019
• Studying bus user
experience one
part of the project
• livinglabbus.fi
11.2.2019
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Helsinki bus line 23
• An inner city bus line
• Interchange to long-distance
trains, commuter rail and
metro, complementing the tram
network
• First battery electric buses in
Helsinki introduced in January
2017
• Still mixed diesel and electric
operation
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Data and methods
• A multimethod study on the line 23 bus users in May-June
2017
• Web-based survey on travel experience, journey characteristics and
background information
•

2500 flyers, 354 responses, point of time and engine type from field researchers

• 10 respondents recruited to 3-week long qualitative probe study
•
•

Paper and mobile diary, questions about feelings, mobile device use and feedback
Focus groups completing the probe period

• Descriptive statistics and BNL for the survey, qualitative
content analysis for the probe data
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Overall experience of bus travel
Very
bad
I'm satisfied with the possibilities to use travel time effectively (e.g. to work or study) on this line.
I'm satisfied with the possibities to calm down and relax on this line.
I'm satisfied with provided information on transport connections.
I'm satisfied with provided information on schedules and exceptions.
My evaluation of the smoothness of bus driving
My evaluation of the noise level in the bus
My grade for the travel experience in this bus
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• Throughout the data, the overall experience of the travel was
”good”
• Was that a considerate evaluation or an indicator of a deeplyrooted, well-functioning daily practice?
• The influence of background was weak
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Emotional response to travelling
• When asked, the probe
study participants came up
with mainly positive feelings
• If negative, there was always
a reason for that
• The task was considered
hard
“Maybe it was my own feeling or how the day had
been that was influencing more than the bus
environment”

positive feeling

neutral or negative
feeling

planning (route, timetables,
information)

7
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bus fleet characteristics

11

6

driver's actions

13

7

passengers per bus

4

2

other passengers
external factors (weather,
traffic conditions)

4

5

7

7

personal space

11

1

personal context

23
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no reason given
total

32
112

3
48

relaxed (75)

irritated (23)

the most common feeling
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Relaxation or activities?
It's important that I can use travel time for calming down and relaxing.
It's important that I can utilize travel time effectively to work or studying
I avoid traveling in crowded buses if my personal schedules enable it.

Totally disagree
1%
11 %
12 %

3%
21 %
16 %

13 %
24 %
18 %

39 %
23 %
28 %

Totally agree
43 %
20 %
26 %

• Whereas relaxing was an universal preference, the opinions
about utilizing the travel time split
• Working while travelling and avoiding rush hour were
connected to education background
• Practices of utilization were individualized and contextdependent, the role of digital devices varied
“I’m so tired after the day at work that I can’t stand any disturbance, just want to be in peace. Don’t feel
like listening to music. In the mornings when I travel to work I do listen.”
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Travelling in a bubble, digital or not
• The practice of travelling was typically described as
automatic, lacking emotion or observation
• Mobile devices help in isolating yourself but are not always
necessary
”Suddenly I realized that we were already half way through and there were so few people and so quiet
that I hadn’t been listening to music ’cause I didn’t need to”

• Direct social interaction was not wished for, but often when it
had happened, it was conceived as a positive experience
• Unfamiliar trips markedly different
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Sensing the electric bus
• Electric drive didn’t seem to have any significant effect in the
survey
• However, the probe participants valued the electric buses very
highly
• Many recoginzed the effect of brand new buses in good shape,
many sharp observations of even the smallest details
• Possibility to charge one’s device
via USB socket was greeted with
joy and sparked lots of feedback
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Conclusions
• With regular users, the practice of travelling by bus is based
on relaxation
• Seemingly mandatory but functional time-out in daily routine
• It may include travel time activites, but they are context-dependent

• Partly with the help of technology, the passenger forms an
individual bubble of automation and isolation
• It breaks with failures in core service or intrusive social
environment

• Electric bus or new digital services offer no silver bullet to
improved travel experience
• Incremental improvements and visualizing the technology and
environmental benefit
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